TRUE FACT

“Worried sick” is a real
thing: Constant angst
can compromise your
immune system and
cause headaches,
back problems and
stomach issues.

“Constantly stressed out” is how two thirds of you described yourselves in our survey. Take note:
Experts say if you use that stress the right way, it can get you ahead and make you happier.
By Valerie Frankel Illustrations by Lara Harwood

give your worry some respect
Ignoring or battling anxiety doesn’t
work. What will make you feel better:
giving attention to what’s eating away
at you—even if it’s 3 A.M. Here’s how.
Take 10. Worry is all in your head, but
it manifests itself physically: Your body
ramps up the hormones adrenaline and
cortisol. This makes you ready for action,
but it can also impair decision making,
says psychiatrist Catherine Birndorf,
M.D., a SELF contributing expert. So
before you do anything else, help your
body relax. Try a mental retreat: a quick
meditation (download the Headspace
app), gentle yoga or watching a bit
of your fave comedy—laughter helps.
Then flip your thinking. This means
doing a 180 and completely changing

how you deal with your worries.
First, no more distracting yourself
from what’s on your mind. Instead,
take control and welcome the
uneasy thoughts, Dr. Birndorf says.
“If you’re losing sleep over something,

when worried,

33%
of our readers
stew and stress
silently.

it’s important to you, so use this as
motivation to figure out why it’s top
of mind. Then draw on that insight
to drive you to succeed in that area.”
Dig deep. The real issue is often not
what you’d expect. In fact, the teensiest
things—like deciding what to wear to an
interview—can stress you out more than
bigger, more obvious stuff, like hoping
your résumé is impressive enough. And
that’s OK! If you’re worried about it,
it’s valid, no matter how silly it seems,
Dr. Birndorf says. So don’t filter your
concerns; grab a pen and jot it all down.
Once you know the true source of
your worry, you’ll gain perspective and
realize you can tackle and overcome
it. Now, sleep well; tomorrow’s plan of
attack begins on the next page.
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These are your three biggest hang-ups, per our survey. Experts walk you through
finding the best solutions, because taking action can slash your anxiety in half.
#1 worry

#2 worry

#3 worry

“I’m afraid that I’m going to be
broke forever. After my car payment,
grad school tuition, rent and
groceries, I barely have anything left
over to put into savings.”

“I have a good job—I just don’t love
the field I’m in. I fear that if I don’t
make a move soon, I’ll be unhappy
at work forever, but I’m scared
to give up my steady paycheck.”

“I always fall for guys who don’t want
to get serious, guys I can tell won’t
be good to me. I’m panicked that
if I can’t break this pattern, I’ll never
have a healthy, lasting relationship.”

your cash

your job

your guy

–Rebecca, 25, North Carolina

–Erin, 24, Chicago

–Katherine, 26, New York City

Take action: First, know that this is
temporary—your salary will likely go
up. But the only way to reduce your
money anxiety now is to be in control
of your finances, says Manisha Thakor,
founder and CEO of MoneyZen Wealth
Management in Santa Fe. Step one is
to make a budget. “About 50 percent
of your paycheck should go to needs,
like rent, and 30 percent to wants, like
dinners out,” Thakor says. The last 20
percent is key: That’s what you should
put away. If you want to have money,
you gotta start saving now. “Living
paycheck to paycheck is scary,” says
Thakor. “Savings give you a cushion.”
So feel fab about whatever you can
stash, even if it’s only $20 a month.

Take action: It’s normal when you’re
starting out to think you’re stuck for
life in the career you’ve chosen, but
that’s not true, Dr. Birndorf says. “You
can always change jobs, but first,
ask yourself: Do you really not like the
industry you’re in, or are you just
in a crappy low-level position?” If it’s
the former, make a six-month plan to
score a happier gig—research careers,
network. This buys you time to make
a smart move but also relieves stress,
because you’re actively seeking what’s
next. If it’s the latter, the answer may
be to stick it out, because things will
get better. And remember, work is
only work: You can do what you love—
volunteer, travel—on your own time.

Take action: Let yourself off the hook
a little bit—there’s no deadline to find
Mr. Right. Besides, dating the wrong
guys has some benefits—experience,
fun, great stories to share with your
friends over beers. To break the
pattern, though, you need to hash out
what’s driving it, says Rachel Sussman,
a therapist in New York City. Is it the
thrill of being with a “bad boy”? Or
maybe you’re not ready to settle
down yet, so you go for dudes you
know aren’t marriage material. Once
you are ready and you understand
what you don’t want (guys who do x,
y and z), it will be easier to find what
you do want—and deserve: a smart,
fun guy who treats you well.

help for type As

Why do some of us sweat every single little thing,
while others hardly seem phased by the same stuff?
Not to blame Mom and Dad, but “You follow their
lead: If your parents are chronic worriers, it’s likely
you will be, too,” Dr. Birndorf says. That doesn’t
mean you have to let it run your life. The key is to
know your crazy-makers—maybe it’s traveling or
presenting to your boss—and tap into your type A
skills to prep. “If getting to the airport three hours
early helps you feel in control, do it (and pack a book).
Or clear your schedule the day before a work event
so nothing else adds to your stress,” Dr. Birndorf says.
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97%

of SELF readers say
they’re periodically
or constantly
worried about
something. Only
3 percent say they
let most things
roll off their back.

YOU’RE ON TO SOMETHING

31 percent of you talk to
someone (a friend, sibling,
BF) about what’s bugging
you, which experts say
helps put the problem in
perspective and makes
it easier to find a solution.

OK, sometimes it’s good to freak out
Don’t have control over what haunts you? Playing “worst-case scenario” helps.
Some worries you replay in your
mind constantly—an out-of-theblue layoff, a Hurricane Sandy–like
disaster—mostly because they’re
beyond your control. But they don’t
have to eat you alive. Experts say one
trick for quieting those thoughts is
catastrophizing: choosing to go to the
darkest part of the dark side and fully
entertain your deepest fears,
no matter how improbable they are.
We’re the first to admit it sounds
a bit counterproductive. But, weirdly
enough, it works: “Delving into your
worst fears makes them less scary,
which makes you feel less anxious and
out of control,” says Reid Wilson, Ph.D.,
director of the Anxiety Disorders &
Treatment Center in Chapel Hill, North
Carolina. Follow these four easy steps:

1

Pick a time. When something’s
weighing you down, set aside
10 minutes that day to worry
about it, Wilson says. When it’s go
time, find a comfy chair and settle in.

2

Start with your big, scary,
looming worry—say, losing all of
your money—and then imagine
all the terrible stuff that might come
after. Really let yourself get upset:
You can’t pay your rent. Your landlord
evicts you. You lose your job. You and
your cat are now homeless. Your cat
runs away. Your friends all abandon
you. Your boyfriend dumps you. Now
you’ll never ever get married. Or have
children. Which means you’ll die old
and alone, without even the requisite
cats by your side…

3

At some point, logic might try
to override your downward
spiral. (WTF am I doing? One
missed rent check is not going to
leave me destitute, homeless and
alone!) But keep on going—the darker
and more negative the imagined
scenario, the better.

4

And, done! Unlike in Spin,
there is no cooldown. You’ll
likely feel less anxious after
one session, but Wilson says it takes
about 10 to really take the punch
out of what’s upsetting you. “After
you’ve done this a bunch of times,
when the worry spontaneously pops
up, you’re able to say, ‘Eh, I’m done
with that.’” And if not, you know
the technique is there if you need it. ■
Additional reporting by Amanda Woerner

